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Outline of the mathematical, physical and chemical
discoveries of Prof. Ruggero Maria Santilli
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY.
The future and security of the United States of America crucially depends on the development of basically new
technologies which, in turn, requires the development of basically new quantitative sciences. In this
presentation, we indicate the historical successes as well as the limitations of 20th century sciences, and we
outline the New Sciences for a New Era (see the general review [1] and the recent upgrade [2]) which were
initiated in the 1970's by the Italian-American scientist, Ruggero M. Santilli [3], TEC Chief Scientist, when he
was a Professor at the Department of Physics of Boston University under support from the USAFOSR, then
continued when he was in the faculty of the Department of Mathematics of Harvard University under DOE
support, and completed under support from U.S. Corporations thanks also to the participation of scientists the
world over. We outline the rudiments of the new mathematical, physical and chemical formulations; we outline
their experimental verifications in various fields; and we point out basically novel industrial applications under
development by Thunder Energies Corporation. To avoid a prohibitive length of the bibliography accumulated
in fifty years of research in the new sciences, we only quote originating works and primary independent
reviews. An extended summary is available in Ref. [2].
1. ACHIEVEMENT AND LIMITATIONS OF 20TH CENTURY SCIENCES
The proper development of new technologies requires quantitative treatments, namely, formulations via
equations that are first verified with experiment, and then applied of new problems. This approach has been
used through centuries, resulting in mathematical, physical and chemical theories, hereon collectively referred
to as "20th century sciences".
Despite advances of historical proportions, it is the fate of all quantitative sciences to admit limitations naturally
emerging with the advancement of scientific knowledge. In fact, 20th century sciences have proved to be
exactly valid for the so-called exterior dynamical problems generally referred to as point particle and
electromagnetic waves propagating in vacuum thus solely experiencing action-at-a-distance, linear, local and
potential interactions. The consistency can be traced down to the ultimate mathematical foundations of 20th
century sciences, which is given by Newton's (and Leibniz's) differential calculus that can solely be defined
at dimensionless points, as it is the case for the ordinary differential of a variable r and of the derivative of a
function f(r)
dr,

	
  

df(r)/dt.
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Despite its inception four centuries ago, the differential calculus has been kept essentially unchanged at the
foundations of the 20th century most advanced possible quantitative treatments. For instance, despite their
formulation on a Hilbert space, the Schroedinger and Heisenberg equations of quantum mechanics and
chemistry crucially depend on Newton's differential calculus for their very expression.
Despite the indicated historical advances, 20th century sciences has shown clear limitations for the broader
interior dynamical problems referred to as extended particles and electromagnetic waves propagating within
physical media, as occurring in nature, thus experiencing conventional as well as contact, non-linear, non-local
and non-potential interactions that are beyond any possible quantitative treatment via 20th century sciences for
numerous technical reasons [1,2], thus mandating their generalization for the very future and security of
America.
One illustration among many is given by the synthesis of the neutrons from the hydrogen atom occurring in the
core of stars, which was first conceived by Rutherford [4] in 1910, experimentally verified by Chadwick [5] in
1932, and then studied by Fermi [6] and numerous other scientists
p+ + e-

n + ν.

(2)

The inapplicability (and not the violation) of 20th century sciences stems from the fact that the mass of the
neutron is 0.782 MeV bigger than the sum of the masses of the proton and of the electron, under which
conditions quantum mechanics fails to produce any quantitative treatment at all. This is due to the fact that
quantum mechanics was built for bound states whose mass is smaller than the sum of the masses of the original
constituents, resulting in the known mass defect at the foundation of nuclear energies and weapons. By contrast,
the neutron synthesis requires a mass excess under which the Schroedinger and Heisenberg equations have no
physically meaningful solutions, thus mandating their generalization.
It should be noted that special relativity at large, and relativistic quantum mechanics in particular, did achieve
historical results for the hydrogen atom, but they allow no quantitative treatment whatsoever for the synthesis of
the neutron from the hydrogen. In fact, the Dirac equation fails to have any physical meaning under the mass
excess condition requested for the neutron synthesis, thus requiring suitable generalization.
The insufficiency of 20th century sciences for the neutron synthesis (2) is the representation of the proton and
the electron as massive points. Consequently, said insufficiency can be ultimately traced to the insufficiency for
the neutron synthesis of Newton's differential calculus. In fact, the representation of the proton and the electron
as massive points prevent any synthesis because the point-like electron cannot be evidently "compressed" inside
the point-like proton according to Rutherford [4]. By contrast, the representation of the "extended" shape and
density of the proton has permitted a quantitative representation of the neutron synthesis outlined below. This
identifies the need of generalizing 20th century sciences in such a fashion to provide a representation invariant
over time of the dimension and density of particles under the most general known interactions.
Recall the nuclear weapons that emerged from the mass defect of quantum mechanical fusions. To understand
the implications of the needed generalizations of 20th century sciences, the reader should be made aware that
the mass excess inherent in the neutron synthesis has basically novel industrial applications because the neutron
synthesis is the most industrial synthesis in nature.
2. ISO-, GENO-, AND ISODUAL MATHEMATICS
The following generalized mathematics has been constructed over decades for the quantitative treatment of
interior dynamical systems that cannot be sufficiently or consistently treated with 20th century mathematics:
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2.1. ISOMATHEMATICS. Which is a covering of 20th century mathematics, thus admitting the latter as a
particular case, for the quantitative representation of a system of extended particles under conditions of mutual
penetration, as it is the case for the neutron synthesis, thus experiencing conventional as well as non-linear, nonlocal and non-potential interactions. The new mathematics is based on the following three central steps:
STEP 1: The central assumption of isomathematcs is the generalization of the conventional associative product
AB between all possible quantities A, B (such as numbers, functions, matrices, operators, etc.), into the axiompreserving, thus isotopic product first introduced in Harvard's works [7-9] of the late 1970's and today known as
Santilli isoproduct
A*B = ATB, T = T(r, p, μ, ψ, .....) > 0, (3)
where the quantity T , called the isotopic element, is solely restricted by the condition of being positive-definite
but possesses otherwise an arbitrary functional dependence on all needed local quantities such as coordinates r,
momenta p, density μ, wavefunction ψ, etc. . The following simple realization of T
T = Diag. (a, b, c, d) Exp(Γ(ψ. ...),

(4)

readily allows, for the first time in history, the needed representation of the dimensions and density of particles,
where a, b, c (normalized to the values a = b = c = 1 for the sphere) represent the shape and dimension of
particles (here assumed to be spheroid charge distributions with semiaxes a, b, c), and where d represents the
particle density (normalized to the value d = 1 for the vacuum).
Recall that 20th century physical and chemical theories are based on Lie's theory with product [A, B] = AB BA. To illustrate upfront the far-reaching implications of isomathematics, note that isoproduct (3) implies a
necessary generalization of the entire Lie theory into the covering Lie-Santilli isotheory [7-9] with isoproduct
[A, B]' = A*B - B*A = ATB - BTA, and consequentially generalized physical and chemical theories.
STEP 2: To achieve consistency, the new mathematics must be formulated on generalized numeric fields
F'(n',*, U) with basic unit, numbers and products first introduced in Ref. [10] of 1993 and called Santilli
isofields
U(r, p, ψ, .....) = 1/T > 0, n' = nU, n'*m' = (nm)U, (5)
which verify the axioms of a field, n' being Santilli isoreal, isocomplex and isoquaternionic numbers. Since all
quantifies must be defined on an isofield, the only admissible variables are isovariables r' = rU, and the only
admissible functions are the isofunctions of an isovariable f'(r') = [f(rU)]U. The non-linearity of the new
mathematics is then clearly expressed by the arbitrary functional dependence of the new unit U.
STEP 3: Recall that Newton's differential calculus solely holds for numbers with constant trivial unit 1. Since
isomathematics holds for a generalized unit U with an arbitrary functional dependence, Newton's differential
calculus is no longer applicable in favor of the generalized calculus introduced in memoir [11] of 1996, today
known as Santilli isodifferential calculus, with novel isodifferential of an isovariable and isoderivative of an
isofunction
d'r' = Td[rU((r, ...)] = dr + r TdU, (6)
d'f'(r')/d't' = U df'(r')/dt'. (7)
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To illustrate the fundamental, character of the new calculus, it should be indicated that it requires a compatible
generalization of all 20th century quantitative treatments and that all new applications indicated below crucially
depend on the extra term "rTdU" of Santilli's isodifferential calculus.
Isomathematics can be defined as being a generalized mathematics based on Steps 1, 2, 3, as well as the
compatible generalization of the totality of the remaining aspects of 20th century mathematics with no known
exception, thus including isofields, isofunctional analysis, isodifferential calculus, iso-Euclidean, isoMinkowskian and iso-Riemannian geometries, Lie-Santilli isotheory with product [A,]' = ATb - BTA,
isotopology, etc. A good introductory presentation of isomathematics for physicists and chemists remains the
original memoir, while comprehensive presentations are available in monographs [12,13]. Mathematical
presentations are available in the Ph. D. Course on isomathematics [14], as well as in the vast additional
literature presented below.
It should be noted that the isoproduct ATB has no time direction and the Lie-Santilli isoproduct is invariant
under time reversal (realized via anti-Hermiticity), [A, B]' = - [A, B]'†, as it is also the case for 20th century
mathematics. Consequently, 20th century mathematics and isomathematics can be consistently applied solely to
systems invariant under time reversal, such as the structure of the hydrogen atom and its synthesis into the
neutron. However, nature at large, and all energy releasing processes are irreversible over time, thus requiring
the following irreversible generalization of isomathematics for their consistent treatment.
2.2. GENOMATHEMATICS. In order to achieve a mathematics with time irreversibility embedded in its basic
axioms, Santilli constructed a covering of isomathematics in which all isoproducts A*B are ordered to the right
A>B = ARB, resulting in the forward genomathematics for the representation of motion forward in time.
Separately, all isoproducts A*B are ordered to the left A<B = ASB, resulting in the backward genomathematics
for the representation of motion backward in time. The first known axiomatically consistent representation of
energy releasing processes is then assured when the R≠S. Another way to see the structural irreversibility of
genomathematics is by noting that Santilli Lie-admissible theory at the foundation of genomathematics with
product (A, B) = A<B - B>A = ARB - BSA is not invariant under time reversal, (A, B) ≠ - (A, B)†.
Genomathematics was initiated by Santilli, in paper [15] of 1967, and then continued in various works [16-21].
Comprehensive presentations of genomathematics are available in Refs. [1, 2, 12, 13[ with upgrade [21], as well
as in the additional references quoted below.
2.3. HYPERMATHEMATICS. Then preceding mathematics are single-valued in the sense that products yield
one single result. Santilli has shown that single-valued mathematics are insufficient for the representation of
biological structures, such as the DNA, due to their complexity. In order to resolve this insufficiency, Santilli
introduced what is considered nowadays the broadest mathematics that can be conceived by the human mind
consisting of multi-valued, irreversible hyperformulations defined on a hyperfield ]11-13] in which a
hyperproduct AhB can yield 1030 results because needed to initiate the understanding of the DNA code.
2.4. ISODUAL MATHEMATICS. Conventional, isotopic and genotopic mathematics solely apply for the
description of matter and cannot be consistently used for antimatter since the latter requires a new antiHermitean mathematics as a necessary condition to represent matter-antimatter annihilation (see Section 4 of
Ref. [2]). Since studies on antimatter have shown scientific and industrial values, Santilli constructed the needed
new mathematics for antimatter under the name of isodual mathematics which is essentially given by an antiHermitean image of the totality of 20th century mathematics, thus including the basic unit, numbers, functions,
differential calculus, etc. It then follows that isodual mathematics is based on the unit "-1" whose negative value
is necessary for the causal treatment of the negative energy of antimatter originally conceived by P. A. M. Dirac
[22] in 1928. Isodual mathematics was introduced by Santilli, in paper [10] of 1993, then studied in numerous
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works (see, e.g., [23-25]) and treated in detail in works [11-13]. A comprehensive treatment of isodual
conventional, iso- and geno-mathematics is available in monograph [26] of 2006. A list of references is also
available in Ref. [27].
2.5. HADRONIC MATHEMATICS is the collection of conventional, iso-, geno- and hypermathematics for
matter and their isoduals for antimatter [13]. A 50 page long bibliography on the various branches of hadronic
mathematics is available in Ref. [28] of 2008, with upgrades in Refs. [1,2]. Among such a vast literature, we
note in particular monographs [29-34]. Particularly significant, is the series of six monographs [35] by Svetlin
Georgiev of the Department of Mathematics of the Sorbonne University, Paris, on the isodifferential calculus
illustrating its vast implications.
3. ISO-, GENO-, ISODUAL MECHANICS AND CHEMISTRY
Being a theoretical physicist, Santilli constructed the above chain of generalized mathematics for the specific
objective of constructing the following generalized physical and chemical theories as for the consistent
treatment of time reversible and irreversible interior dynamical systems.
3.1. ISOMECHANICS, which is given by an axiom-preserving lifting of quantum mechanics solely treatable
via isomechanics in all its aspects [12] (see Refs. [1,2] for reviews). By ignoring advanced mathematical
treatments, isomechanics can be readily constructed via the following steps:
STEP 1: Assume the following non-unitary realization of the isounit in representation of short-range non-linear,
non-local and non-Hamiltonian interactions
U = W W† = 1 / T = = Diag. (n12, n22, n32, n42),

(8)

where the n-characteristic quantities are assumed to contain the multiplicative exponential term of Eq. (5),
under the condition that U 1 at mutual distances much bigger than one Fermi. Note that the above realization
will change from case to case.
STEP 2: Apply the above transform to the "totality" of the Hilbert space formalism, including: Planck's constant
(h = 1), numbers, operators, states, expectation values, etc.,
1' = W 1 W† = U, n' = W n W† = nU, A' = W A W†, A'* B' = W (AB) W†,
|ψ'> = W |ψ>W†, <ψ'| * A' * |ψ'> = W<ψ| A |ψ> W†, etc.,

(9a),

(9b)

by achieving in this way the background iso-Hilbert space over isofields. Lack of application of the above nonunitary transform to one single quantity of the Hilbert space formalism implies insidious inconsistencies that
generally remain undetected by non-initiated colleagues.
STEP 3: Apply the same transform to the dynamical equations by reaching in this way the Schroedinger-Santilli
isoequation
H' * |ψ'> = H'(r', p')T(ψ'. ...) |ψ'> = E'*|ψ'> = E |ψ'>,
the isolinear isomomentum
Wp|ψ>W† = p'*|ψ'> = ∂'r'|ψ'> = U∂r'|ψ'>,
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and the Heisenberg-Santilli isoequation
i'* d'A'/d't' = [A', H']* = A'*H' - H'*A',

(12)

all basic dynamical equations being defined on the Hilbert-Santilli isospaces over an isofield. The above
equations are at the foundation of non-relativistic isomechanics. They verify the superposition principle thus
allowing for the first time in history a quantitative characterization of the constituents of bound states (such as
nuclei) with conventional plus non-linear, non-local and non-potential internal interactions caused by mutual
penetrations of charge distributions. All other aspects of isomechanics then follow uniquely and
unambiguously. Quantum mechanics is recovered uniquely and unambiguously for U = 1. Particularly
significant is the invariance of isomechanics under isounitary transforms, including the preservation of the
numerical value of the isotopic element T (see the review in Ref. [2] Section 2). The best reference of
isomechanics remains the 1995 Vol. II of [12].
Recall that an electron orbiting around the proton in vacuum can only experience discrete changes of its energy
levels. By comparison, it should be noted that Santilli isomechanics is based on the generalization of Planck's
constant h into the integro-differential operator U. This lifting is necessary for interior dynamical systems
because the energy exchange of an electron in the core of a star cannot possibly be discrete due to the extreme
values of the local density and pressure. It should be also noted that isomechanics eliminates the divergencies of
quantum mechanics because it turns divergent conventional series into convergent isoseries due to very small
values of the isotopic element T. For this reason, isomathematics is particularly suited to accelerate
computations.We note, from its very construction, that Santilli isomechanics is a non-unitary "completion" of
quantum mechanics according to the 1035 argument by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen. In fact, it should be
noted from Refs. [7-9 that the sole possibility for a quantitative representation of the "mass excess" of the
neutron synthesis is that via a non-unitary generalization of Schroedinger equation, as illustrated in the next
section. Relativistic isomechanics is the non-unitary generalization of relativistic quantum mechanics
characterized by isomathematics. Its most important dynamical equation is the non-unitary isotopic
generalization of Dirac equation which plays a fundamental role for the relativistic treatment of the neutron
synthesis [1,2,12,13,37].
3.2. GENO- AND HYPER-MECHANICS, is given by the generalization of isomechanics characterized by
genomathematics, thus implying the difference of the modular action to the right, H>|ψ'> = HS|ψ'> from its
time reversal image <ψ'|<H = <ψ'|RH, thus assuring irreversibility. It should be indicated that the use of
genomechanics is crucial for the consistent quantitative treatment of all energy releasing processes, including
weapons, due to new contributions caused by irreversibility that simply do not exist in isomechanics or quantum
mechanics [1,2,12,13,21]. Hypermechanics is a covering iof genomechanics in which the genounit has an
arbitrary *(ordered) number of values.
3.3. ISODUAL MECHANICS, it is the anti-Hermitean image of quantum mechanics used for point-like
antiparticles, while the isodual isomechanics and isodual genomechanics are suited for interior antimatter
problems at large [26]. HADRONIC MECHANICS is the collection of all above indicated mechanics, including
quantum, iso- and geno-mechanics for matter and their isoduals for antimatter [12,13] [1,2,12]. HADRONIC
CHEMISTRY is the reformulation of quantum chemistry via iso- and geno-mechanics including quantum, isoand geno-chemistry for matter and their isoduals for antimatter [138,39].
3.4. HADRONIC MECHANICS is the collection of conventional, iso- , geno- and hyper-mechanics for matter
and their isoduals for antimatter [13].
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3.5. ISO=. GENO-, AND HYPER-RELATIVITIES, special relativity and its underlying structure, including the
homogeneous and isotropic Minkowski space M(x,η, I) with spacetime coordinates x, metric η = Diag(1, 1, 1, 1), unit I = Diag(1, 1, 1, 1), and the universal Lorentz-Poincare' symmetry, have been proved by experiments
conducted over one century to be exactly valid for point-like particles and electromagnetic waves propagating
in vacuum (exterior dynamical problems). Conceptual, theoretical and experimental evidence also accumulated
over one century have established that special relativity is inapplicable (rather than violated) for extended
particles and electromagnetic waves propagating within generally inhomogeneous and anisotropic physical
media (interior dynamical problems) [1,2,12.13].
Santilli has conducted comprehensive studies for the construction of a covering of special relativity applicable
to time reversible interior dynamical problems, today known as isorelativity, including the isotopies of every
possible aspect of special relativity [40-52] then the formulation of the basic axioms [53], the extension of the
results to gravitation [54,55] and the experimental verifications reviewed below (see the independent reviews
[56,57[). Isorelativity is based on the Minkowski-Santilli isospace M'(x',η', U) with isocoordinates x' = xU,
isometric η' = Tη, isounit (8), and isoinvariant
x'2' = (xμ Tμρηρ ν xν) U =
= (x12/n12 + x22/n22 + x32/n32 - t2 c2/n42) U,

(13)

with universal isosymmetry first identified in Ref.[44] of 1983, today known as Lorentz-Santilli isosymmetry
x'1 = x1,
x'3 = γ' (x3 - β x4),
β = v/c,

x'2 = x2,

(14a)

x'4 = γ' (x4 - β' x3),

β' = (v/n3) / (c/n4),

(14b)

γ' = (1 - β'2)-1/2.

(14c)

All applications for reversible interior dynamical problems presented in this outline are based on Santilli
isorelativity which has achieved, for the first time in history, the invariance of locally varying speeds of light
C = c/n4 = C(t, r, p, μ, ψ .... (15)
In particular, all applications are realizations of the isoaxioms such that are uniquely and unambiguously
characterized by the Lorentz-Poincare'-Santilli isosymmetry, as [2,53]: 1) The generalized equivalence principle
E' = mc2 = mC2 = mc2/n42 = E/n42,

(16)

2) The generalized time dilation law
t' = tγ' = t[1 - V/C)2]-1/2 = t[1 - (vn4/cn3)2]-1/2; (17)
3) The generalized Doppler's effect
Δω ≈ ± v/c ± Kd,

(18)

where ; ± v/c is the conventional Doppler effect solely due to relative motion and ± Kd is a basically new effect
characterized by the loss of energy by light to a cold medium (minus sign) or the acquisition of energy by light
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from a hot medium (plus sign), d representing the distance covered by light in the medium considered, and K
being a rather complex quantity which can be averaged in first approximation to a constant depending on
density, temperature, chemical composition and other features of the medium.
GENO- AND hyper-RELATIVITIES are coverings of isorelativity, for the representation of single-valued and
multi-valued irreversible systems characterized by geno- and hyper-mathematics, respectively [2,12,13].
ISODUAL RELATIVITIES are the isodual images of the preceding relativities for antimatter[26].
4. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATIONS
4.1. VERIFICATION IN WATER. In order to achieve compatibility with special relativity, a light beam
propagating in water is reduced to photons scattering in vacuum among water molecules. However, such a
reduction has been proven not to allow a quantitative representation of the angle of refraction, as well as the
reduction of light speed by 1/3, not to mention the very propagation of the light beam with minimal dispersions.
Additional insufficiencies originate from Electron traveling in water faster than c, the violation of the axioms of
relativistic sum of speeds and other problems. Finally, the reduction to photons becomes manifestly inapplicable
for infrared and radio waves with large wavelengths that experience exactly the same phenomenology as that of
other frequencies. This diversified evidence establishes beyond credible doubt the inapplicability of special
relativity in water with evident implication of its inapplicability in all other physical media treated below. The
new sciences specifically built for dynamics within physical media, such as isomathematics, isomechanics and
isorelativity, have resolved the insufficiencies of special relativity in water thanks to the achievement of the
invariance of the locally varying speed of light, Rq. (15) (see Section 2 of Ref. [2] with particular reference to
Figures 4, 5 and Section 2.14).
4.2. VERIFICATION WITH THE NEUTRON SYNTHESIS. Isomathematics, isomechanics and isorelativity
have permitted, the first known numerically exact and time invariant representation of all< characteristics of the
neutron (rest energy, charge radius, spin, anomalous magnetic and moment, mean life) in its synthesis from the
hydrogen atom in the core of stars at both the non-relativistic [58,59] and relativistic [60,61] levels. The
mechanism for the representation of the 0.782 MeV "mass excess" of synthesis (2) is provided by Santilli's
isodifferential calculus that, in turn, characterizes the increase of the rest energy of the electron from 0.511 MeV
in vacuum to 1.252 MeV when the electron is compressed in the hyperdense proton, thus allowing an exact
analytic solution much along the original study [8] for the synthesis of the π0 meson from the stable particles
emitted in the spontaneous decay with the lowest mode, an electron-positron pair. Following, and only
following the achievement of a representation of the neutron synthesis from the hydrogen, Santilli conducted
systematic tests and achieved for the first time in history, first, the laboratory synthesis of the neutron, and then
its industrial production [62-71].
4.3. VERIFICATIONS WITH THE TIME BEHAVIOR OF UNSTABLE HADRONS. The only known way for
deviations from special relativity in the hyperdense interior inside hadron to manifest in the outside is via
deviations from Einstein's time dilation law. This prediction can be experimentally tested via the behavior of the
mean life unstable hadrons with speed. . An experiment was conducted by Aronson et al in 1983 [72] which
established deviation from Einstein's time dilation for Kaons energies ranging fro 10 GeV to 100 GeV. A
counter-experiment was conducted by Grossman et al in 1987 [73] by claiming the validity of special relativity
for Kaons although for the different energy range from 100 GeV to 400 GeV, which validity continues to be
assumed by orthodox academia to this day for all energies. In 1989, Aringazin [74] proved that Santilli's time
isodilatation law (17) contains as particular cases all possible generalizations of Einstein's law in a symmetric
spacetime. The subsequent studies [75-77] have established the exact validity of isolaw (17) for the numerically
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exact and time invariant representation of all experimental data [72,73]. Proposals to FERMILAB, CERN,
DESY and other laboratories to repeat the test from 1o GeV to 100 GeV have been discredited.
4.4. VERIFICATION IN THE BOSE-EINSTEIN CORRELATION. It is generally believed in academia that
special relativity is exactly valid for the Bose-Einstein correlation. In reality, the representation of experimental
data requires four arbitrary parameters while only two arbitrary parameters can be introduced with ad hoc
manipulations of relativity axioms. Hence, the missing two parameters are direct evidence of deviations from
special relativity in the hyperdense interior of the proton-antiproton fireball. Isorelativity has achieved a
numerically exact and time invariant representation of the experimental data of the Bose-Einstein correlation
from un-adulterated axioms without any arbitrary parameters, via the three values of the semiaxes of the protonantiproton fireball plus its density [78,79].
4.5. VERIFICATIONS WITH NUCLEAR MAGNETIC MOMENTS AND SPINS. It is generally believed in
academia that relativistic quantum mechanics is exactly valid for nuclear strictures and reactions even though
said theory has been unable to achieve in one century of efforts the exact representation of nuclear magnetic
moments, nuclear spins, nuclear forces, and other basic nuclear data. The origin of these insufficiencies is the
abstraction by special relativity of nucleons as massive points, while nuclei are composed by extended and
hyperdense nucleons in conditions of partial mutual penetration causing non-linear, non-local and non-potential
interactions beyond any hope of quantitative treatment via 20th century sciences. Following the development of
isomathematics, isomechanics and isorelativity for extended, thus deformable nucleons, Santilli has achieved
the first known exact representation of the magnetic moments of stable nuclei [37,80,81]. Subsequently,
Bhalekar and Santilli achieved the same exact representation for the spin of all stable nuclei [82], thus
confirming that relativistic quantum mechanics is not exactly valid for the nuclear structure in favor of suitable
covering vistas.
4.6. VERIFICATIONS WITH NUCLEAR FUSIONS WITHOUT NEUTRONIC RADIATIONS. It is generally
believed that relativistic quantum mechanics is additionally exact for nuclear reactions in general, and nuclear
fusions in particular, even though the former is reversible over time while the latter are not. Following the
development of irreversible formulations, including genomathematics, genomechanics and genorelativity.
Santilli predicted [83] the existence of nuclear fusions at intermediate energies of light natural elements into
light natural elements without the emission of harmful neutronic radiations and without the release of
radioactive waste, today known as Intermediate Controlled Nuclear Fusions (ICNF) or "warm fusions" for
short, which are solely possible under the engineering realization of a number of hadronic laws for nuclear
fusions [84]. Following these original proposals, Santilli conducted systematic experimental verification that
established indeed the existence of ICNF without the emission of neutronic radiation and without the release of
radioactive waste, among which we indicate the ICNF of 1-D-2 and 6-C-12 into the stable 7-N-14, that of 6-C12 and 8-O-16 into the stable 14-Si-28, that of the oxygen molecules (2 x 8-O-16) into the stable 16-S-32, and
others (see Refs. [84-114] that include signed analytic reports and independent conformations)
4.7. VERIFICATIONS IN OUR ATMOSPHERE. In order to maintain the validity of special relativity in our
atmosphere, it is generally believed that the redness of the Sun at Sunset is due to the absorption of blue light by
our atmosphere. However, such a view violates the well-known physical law according to which the absorption
of light by a gas is proportional to its wavelength. In fact, red light is already absorbed by the relatively short
travel of light when the Sun is at the Zenith. Therefore, red light cannot possibly survive the 6,000 km travel of
light in our atmosphere at Sunset. Isorelativity predicted in 1991 [53] the existence of a non-Doppler red- and
blue-shift of light propagating in transparent media, known as Santilli IsoRedShift (IsoBlueShift), and consisting
of light losing energy to (acquiring energy from) a cold (hot) medium in accordance with isoaxiom (18).
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Systematic experiments conducted in the U.S.A. as well as in Europe have confirmed the existence of Santilli
isoshifts, first, for individual laser light and secondly for Sun light [116-101].
4.8. VERIFICATIONS IN COSMOLOGY. Einstein, Hubble, Hoyle, Zwicky, Fermi and other famous scientists
opposed the conjecture of the expansion of the universe because the representation of Hubble law for the
cosmological redshift, z - Hd, via the Doppler axiom of special relativity, z = Hd = v/c, implies that all galaxies
at the same distance d from Earth have the same cosmological redshift in all radial directions from
Earth, thus implying a return to the Middle Ages with Earth at the center of the universe. The crucial words "in
all radial directions from Earth" are generally omitted to maintain special relativity in cosmology. Numerous
additional inconsistencies also occur for 20th century cosmological conjectures. Santilli isoredshift is a direct
experimental verification on Earth of Zwicky 1929 hypothesis of the "Tired Light". Vast mathematical,
theoretical and experimental studies have then confirmed: the dismissal of the expansion of the universe; the
dismissal of the acceleration of the expansion; the dismissal of the expansion of space itself (!!); the dismissal of
the big bang; the dismissal of dark matter; and the dismissal of dark energy [120-124].
4.9. VERIFICATIONS IN MOLECULAR STRUCTURES. The 20th century chemical notion of valence bond
at the foundation of the notion of molecules does not constitute a quantitative model because it lacks a treatment
via equations predicting an attractive force which is compatible with experiments. Additionally, according to
quantum mechanics and chemistry, valence electrons should repel, and certainly not attract each other
since they have the same charge. Isomechanics and isochemistry have resolved this insufficiency by achieving
a quantitative representation of valence electron bonds in singlet having a clearly attractive force which has
been proved to be consistent with experimental data on molecular structures [38,125,126] for which discovery
Santilli has been recommended to the Nobel Prize in physics and, separately in chemistry [127].
4.10. VERIFICATIONS WITH A NEW CHEMICAL SPECIES. Following, and only following, the
achievement for the first time in history of a quantitative representation of molecular structures thanks to a
clearly attractive valence bond, Santilli achieved in the same memoir of 1998 [128] the theoretical prediction
and experimental verifications of a new chemical species, today known as Santilli magnecules, consisting of
atoms bonded together by opposing magnetic polarities of toroidal polarization of atomic orbits (see Refs. [129145]). A primary feature of Santilli magnecules is that of having a chemical bond weaker than that of
conventional molecules as a condition to allow complete combustion, that is, combustion without combustible
contaminants in the exhaust.
4.11. VERIFICATION WITH NEW FUELS WITH INCREASED ENERGY OUTPUT. A most important
application of the new chemical species of magnecules is that of new fuels with magnecular structure such as
magnegas (see the general presentation [146] and U. S. patents [147,138]) which have an increased combustion
energy compares to a magnecular fuel with the same atoms [149]. A flame temperature more than double that of
any commercially available fuel [150,151] and combustion exhaust without measurable CO as well as
appreciable hydrocarbons [152]. An important class of fuels with magnecular structure is given by Santilli
magnehydrogen (chemical symbol MH) and magneoxygen (chemical symbol MO) [153] which can be, at the
atomic level, as pure hydrogen and oxygen, respectively, yet their specific weight is a multiple of their
conventional molecular value, thus resulting in increased trust, increased liquefaction temperature, increased
reactivity and other distinct features [154-157].
4.12. VERIFICATIONS WITH MAGNEHYDROGEN AND MAGNEOXYGEN. Important magnecular fuels
are given by new forms of hydrogen and oxygen called Santilli MagneHydrogen (chemical symbol MH) and
MagneOxygen (Chemical Symbol MO) consisting of gases that, at the atomic level are as pure hydrogen and
oxygen as desired, yet their specific weight is a multiple that of conventional H2 and O2, thus implying an
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increased trust, higher liquefaction temperature and other distinct advantages with respect to H2 and O2 [153156].
4.13. VERIFICATION WITH ANTIGRAVITY AND GEOMETRIC PROPULSION. One of the most
important implications of the isodual theory of antimatter is the confirmation of matter-antimatter gravitational
repulsion (antigravity) at all possible levels, including Newtonian mechanics, analytic mechanics, quantum
mechanics, Minkowskian geometry and Riemannian geometry [26,157-159]. Santilli conducted comprehensive
studies on the experimental verification of the indicated type of antigravity, including the proposal to test the
comparative gravity of electrons and positrons in horizontal flight in a supercooled and supervacuum tube
[160], which experiment has been defined by experts in the field to be resolutory because the comparative
displacement of electrons and positrons with milli-eV energy in a scintillator at the end of a 10 m supervacuum
and supercooled tube is visible to the naked eye [161-167]. The rigorous treatment of antigravity experienced
by antimatter in the field of matter has permitted Santilli to provide a mathematical formulation of the new
isogeometric propulsion which is a non-Newtonian propulsion based on the local change of the geometry of
spacetime caused by antimatter, thus essentially permitting arbitrary trajectories, such as sharp changes of
directions and acceleration, including motion through matter (see Section 4.3.3 of Ref. [26]).
4.14. VERIFICATION WITH ANTIMATTER GALAXIES. The experimental verification of Zwicky
hypothesis on the Tired Light and the consequential elimination of the expansion of the universe imply a return
to a stationary universe supported by Hubble, Hoyle, Einstein and others. Yet, a stationary universe should have
collapsed a long time ago due to the gravitational attraction among galaxies. The sole known way to achieve the
stability of the universe is that of assuming the existence of antimatter galaxies [168] whose existence is
confirmed by past devastation of Earth that can be solely explained quantitatively due to antimatter asteroids
that can indeed impact on Earth despite matter-antimatter gravitational repulsion [169]. In view of these
occurrences, Santilli conducted systematic, mathematical, theoretical, experimental and industrial studies for the
detection of antimatter galaxies we cannot possibly review here in details [170-189]. We merely mention the
prediction that antimatter emits a new light called isodual light of the first kind with negative index of refraction
and negative energy [170]. Images composed by such a new light can solely be detected via telescopes with
concave lenses. today known as Santilli telescopes [171,172]. Following the construction of numerous
telescopes, Santilli first detected in 2014 [173,174] an antimatter galaxy in the Vega region of the night sky,
which detection was independently confirmed in Refs. [175,176], and then a second antimatter galaxy, this time
in the Capella region of the night sky [177] (see also Refs. [178-185].
4.15. VERIFICATIONS VIA NEW FORMS OF INVISIBILITY. Santilli's isoblueshift (Section 4.6) allows a
new form of invisibility achieved by a craft surrounded by a plasma of such temperature to shift visible light to
ultraviolet frequencies. The same isoblueshift also allows maintaining communications with crafts surrounded
by plasmas due to friction with air via the search for properly shifted frequencies. These communications have
not been achieved to date because of the intent of achieving compatibility with special relativity since such a
theory prohibits any frequency shift. In his studies of antimatter, Santilli has discovered a second new light
permitting invisibility called isodual light of the second kind which can be emitted by matter-crafts, thus having
conventional positive energy, yet the index of refraction is negative, thus being totally invisible to the naked
eye, as well as to any Galileo-type optical instrument on Earth or in space due to their convex lenses [186-188].
5. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
5.1. ISOCRYPTOGRAMS consisting of cryptograms formulated via Santilli isomathematics (Section 2), thus
being characterized by isounits whose arbitrary value can be changed automatically every second so as to
require infinite time for their resolution (See Vol. I of Ref. [12]).
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5.2. DETECTION OF SMUGGLED NUKES. Following decades of mathematical, theoretical and experimental
studies reported in Sections 2, 3, and 4.2, the U. S. publicly traded company Thunder Energies Corporation
(stock symbol TNRG) has initiated production and sale of Directional Neutron Sources, DNS, also called The
Neutron Gun - namely, equipment producing on demand a predominantly directional flux of low energy
neutrons which is ideally suited to scan suitcases, containers or grounds for the detection of possible concealed
nuclear weapons or fissionable materials. the same DNS is particularly suited for the identification of precious
metals and their concentrations in mines, to test large naval welds, and other applications.
5.3. MODULATORS OF LASER LIGHT. We are here referring to equipment capable of increasing or
decreasing a laser light (Section 4.7), which equipment is under consideration for production and sale by
Thunder Energies Corporation.
5.4. MAGNECULAR FUELS WITH COMPLETE COMBUSTION. Basically, new fuels achieving complete
combustion, that is, without combustible contaminants in the exhaust (Section 4.11), have been in production
and sale for several years by the U. S. publicly traded company Magnegas Corporation (stock symbol MNGA).
5.5. HYPERCOMBUSTIONS AND HYPERFURNACES. Thunder Energies Corporation is currently
developing a basically new, combustion at high temperature triggered by high voltage rapid DC discharges
having a first enhancement of the energy output due to full combustion (Section 4.11) and a second
enhancement of energy output due to Intermediate Controlled Nuclear Fusions (ICNF), such as that o9f Carbon
and Oxygen into Silicon (Section 4.6).
5.6. DETECTION OF ANTIMATTER GALAXIES. Santilli telescopes with concave lenses for the detection of
antimatter galaxies are in production and sale by Thunder Energies Corporation (Section 4.14 and Section 4 of
ref. [2]).
5.7. COMPLETE SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT. Surveillance equipment currently available solely detect
visible light. Following Santilli’s discovery of the new isodual light with negative index of refraction Thunder
Energy Corporation is producing and selling pairs of 70 mm, 100 mm, 150 mm and 200 mm Galileo and
Santilli telescopes equipped with digital cameras that can scan the totality of all detectable, conventional and
isodual light for the surveillance of civilian, industrial and military installations.
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